D AV I D B A S O C O
personal information
Born in Pamplona, 25 October 1982
email

basoko@gmail.com

github

https://www.github.com/basoko

phone

(M) +34 627905357

goal
An eternal thirsty of software development as one of the most exciting things
in my life. I love teamwork, learning from others and sharing my knowledge.
I also love solving problems and being part of a great team.

work experience
2013–Present
Ludei Inc

Ludei is one of the best (Spanish/International) companies in HTML5 apps
and games development. We have developed CocoonJS and a cloud
compilation platform that works with our core (CocoonJS) and other solutions
like Cordova. Ludei also develops a huge range of well known games for
mobile markets. My role at Ludei is mainly the backend infraestructure
development and the cloud compiling system, using technologies like AWS
services, Docker, Jboss, etc. I design and implement this infraestructure in a
multidisplinar working atmosphere with the rest of the team.
http://www.ludei.com — http://cloud.ludei.com

2011–2013
Media for Future

Software Engineer, Ludei Inc — Bilbao

Software Engineer, Media for Future — Bilbao

Media for Future is a consulting company that works for the public Basque
television (EITB) and for the Basque Gorverment in Spain. I worked there as a
software engineer doing the technical analysis and implementation of the
following projects:
• A web application, using Google App Engine, to search academic courses in
our geographical area. The core of the application is based on a Google
Search Appliance (GSA) that indexes our imported courses from many feed
providers.
• A research project as part of a plublic program for disabled children
consisting on a touch screen with a client application to select their favourite
educational games and play with them. The backend was written in Python,
using Django, and a client interface for touch screens was developed with
PyQT.

2009-2011
SIC S.A

SIC is a software consulting company that mainly works for the Goverment. I
worked there for some Basque Goverment projects, using Weblogic as J2EE
server and some governamental libraries like Geremua, that is basically a web
framework based on Struts. I also leadered a project for the Basque
Goverment consisting in a web application for courses management used by
public employees.

2008-2009
Sycaton

Software Developer, SIC S.A — Bilbao

Software Developer, Sycaton (Versia) — Bilbao

Sycaton offers mainly consulting services for third party companies. There, I
worked as software developer in two important projects for Eroski (a state
wide supermarket chain) using J2EE5 technology. The first project was a web
application to process and visualize the average time in the waiting queues,

and the second one was a backend tool for managing and distributing the
firmware of some wirless devices used to check and update product prices.

education
2003-2008
Telecomunications
Engenieer, 1st
degree

Univertsity of the Basque Country (EHU), Bilbao

Speciality in computer networks

programming languages
Java

Currently this is my main programming language. I’ve been developing with
it for the last six years, using a wide range of technologies like Jersey,
Hibernate, Spring, Playframework, etc. I’ve also used some core technologies
of the J2EE specification in a JBoss and Weblogic environments.

Python

I learnt python basics on my own some years ago and I used it in a public
research project in the past using Django as web framework and pyQT library
for the client side. Nowadays I continue using it in my personal projects.

Javascript

I’ve used this language for small personal projects in the frontend and the
backend. In the frontend I’ve worked with frameworks like Backbone.js and
in the backend with node.js, and Express as a web framework, among some
other libraries. I’ve also developed some scripts, with coffeescript, for the
Github’s Hubot, and both were published in the npm repository.
hubot-memegen — hubot-sensors

computer skills
Testing
Frameworks
Relational
Databases
NoSQL Databases
OS
Editors
Amazon Services
Other

Junit, Selenium
MySQL, Postgres
Redis
Arch Linux, Debian
Emacs, IntelliJ
S3, Elastic Beanstalk, Cloudfront, RDS
Maven, Gradle, Docker

additional information
Languages

English · Good working knowledge and medium level in conversation
(FCE certificate in 2012)
Spanish · Mothertongue

Interests

Continuos learning · New technologies · Cooking · Running · Music
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